
a new kind of fire suPPression system



ALL RIGHTS OF CHANGE RESERVED

fire Protection systems for the inside of high-risk eQuiPment 
closer to where a fire could start

★  Simple, Flexible and Compact
★  Installs directly inside high-risk equipment
★  Automatically detects and suppresses fire as soon as they begin
★  Reduces equipment damage and downtime
★  Highly dependable: no electricity of moving parts
★  Simple and easy to install
★  Highly economical: less than 1€/day

ideal for:
suPPlemental Protection for critical high-risk 
eQuiPment:

cnc machines

commercial kitchensfume cabinets

vehicle engines

electrical cabinets



ALL RIGHTS OF CHANGE RESERVED

Protects the gaP between conventional 
fire Protection systems

1.  Quick & easy installation directly inside electrical cabinets: 
The flexible sensor tubing is easily installed inside the electrical cabinet 
- directly above the wires and circuity where a fire could start. 
 
When in service, the tubing is pressurized with dry nitrogen to 16 bar. 
The dynamics of pressurization make the tubing more reactive to heat.

2.  early fire detection: 
If a flame-up occurs, the heat of the fire causes the pressurized sensor 
tube to burst at the hottest spot (approx. 110°C)

3.  instant suppression: 
The sudden tube depressurization actuates the special pressure 
differential valve and instantly floods the entire cabinet area with CO2 
extinguishing agent. The fire is quickly suppressed just moments after 
it began... minimizing damage and downtime.

the firedetec® difference
Rotarex FireDETEC® systems use a proprietary continuous linear sensor tube that reliably detects and actuates release of the extinguishing agent using 
pneumatic technology. It is more flexible, space efficient and cost effective versus alternative mechanical or electronic systems. 

reduces the most critical electrical fire risks:
 - Electrical overheating, short circuits, overloading
 - Mechanical friction
 - Combustion of oils, chemicals or metals 
 - Cooking fires
 - Vehicle engine fires 

keePs business running:
 - Helps minimize work interruption
 - Reduces damage to equipment
 - Reduces injury
 - Avoids sprinkler cleanup / damage



www.rotarex.com

a range of Pre-engineered solutions for the most vulnerable eQuiPment

electrical cabinet 
systems

cnc machine 
systems

fume cabinet 
systems

commercial kitchen 
systems

vehicle engine 
systems

a range of eXtinguishing agents 

indirect hfc 227 ea kits indirect co2 kits

worldwide headQuarters

24, rue de Diekirch, BP 19
L-7505 Lintgen, Luxembourg
Tel.: +352 32 78 32-1
Fax: +352 32 78 32-854
E-mail: info@fi retec.rotarex.com


